
The Struggle Against 

Fate of the Peoples 

Revisionism Involves the 

of the Whole World 

-Article by E.F. Hill, Chairman of the Communist Party of Australia (Marxist-Leninist) 

THE struggle against revisionism occupies the centre 
of stage within the communist movement, and this 

struggle involves the fate o£ all peoples of the world, 
says E.F. Hill, Chairman of the Communist Party of 
Australia (Marxist-Leninist), in an article published in 
the pap€r Vanguard on September 8. 

The article says: "Above all, Marxist-Leninists are 
realists. They deal with reality. Reality is that there 
is a specific struggle against revisionism. It is a real 
concrete struggle, not a struggle in some diffuse general 
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way. It is a struggle specifically against revisionism, the 
centre of which is the leading group in the C.P.S.U. 
It is this group which is the core of revisionism in the 
world of today." 

The article continues: "Revisionism, however, in 
all circumstances, always serves the needs of capitalism, 
and in the modern world, imperialism. That is the 
very essence of revisionism. . . . 

"The main enemy of the people is U.S. imperialism, 
but U.S. imperialism cannot effectively combat Marxism-
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Leninism by an attack from without. Modern revision
ism, above all, serves U.S. imperialism by attacking 
Marxism-Leninism from within. 

"So the modern revisionists, the centre of whom 
is the leading group in the C.P.S.U., serve U.S. imperial
ism. There is no doubt about the actual collaboration 
of the Soviet leaders with U.S. imperialism. The in
stances multiply every day. Collaboration in disarma
ment talks, on peace talks in Vietnam, on exchanges of 

various kinds is very well known." "So the Soviet 
leaders try to adapt communism to the needs of U.S. 
imperialism. That could be the only real purpose of 
revisionism in the modern world." 

In conclusion, the article says: "Marxism-Leninism 
is all-powerful. Revisionists are really very weak. They 
are near their doom. They resort to new tricks to post
pone their doom. Their new tricks will not avail 
them." 


